Altering the context of an RNA bulge switches the binding specificities of two viral Tat proteins.
The bovine immunodeficiency virus (BIV) Tat protein binds with high affinity to its TAR RNA site through a large set of specific RNA-protein contacts whereas human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) Tat makes relatively few contacts to HIV TAR and requires the assistance of a cellular protein to bind with high affinity. The two TAR sites are structurally very similar, but BIV Tat appears unable to make the same set of high-affinity contacts to HIV TAR. To determine the basis of this discrimination, we examined BIV Tat binding to a series of hybrid TARs both in vivo and in vitro. We expected that differences in the architectures of the bulges might account for the binding specificity; however, the results show that flanking base pairs provide the key determinants. Based on these data, we designed a novel TAR that is recognized by both BIV Tat and HIV Tat. This RNA may be viewed as a primordial TAR from which two distinct recognition strategies can be evolved.